
Sudden Valley Emergency Preparedness Committee
Meeting March 14 2017      

Sudden Valley Fire Station

Present were: Marty Lynam, David Lillie, Ruth Evans, Pat Lynam, Mike D'Angelo, Halina 
Reynolds, Owen Bamford, Penny Bamford, Carol Houlton, Carol Bauman,Henry Renteria, 
Frank Procella, Norm Smith.

The minutes and the agenda were approved.

A card for Lenny Angello thanking him for his help and guidance was chosen and signed.

Safety Fair.
A list of those attending was circulated and a suggested map of tables in the Dance Barn 
exhibited.
Home Depot will not be attending. Other retailers were suggested and Penny will contact 
them.
We do not yet know if a shredder will be present. Members were urged to call the collector of 
toxic waste to encourage his attendance.

The CERT go-kit will be returned to Lenny at the ACS meeting March 14.

The components for a new one will be ordered on March 16th.  Assembly will be done in Sid 
Strong's capacious workshop.  Questions about the control of CERT were answered by Norm.
CERT is an arm of the Sheriff's department under Whatcom Unified and thence under the SW
Fire Authority. It works closely with SVHA but is not under its control.

Dance Barn Safety
The Fire Marshall has decided that without sprinklers, the Dance Barn should not be used for 
gatherings where alcohol is dispensed. He has allowed such gatherings if attended by 4 
safety operators, and some volunteers have agreed to attend the Jazz concert on Saturday 
18th. They will carry fire extinguishers, radios and horns. 

EPC and CERT meetings
It was agreed that although many of the same people are at these meetings, the purpose is 
different. CERT meetings should include some training activities and should be separate. 
Owen and Marty have agreed to chair CERT meetings in the future.
The timing of meetings was agreed, but announcements in the Views and on the SV website 
must be corrected. Mike will do that.



The FEMA courses IC300 and 400 will be run at WUECC. These are not available online and 
should be done by anyone contemplating taking part in an Incident Management Team. 
Candidates must have passed IC100, 200, 700 and 800.
The committee needs to run an exercise this fall and should be planning an IMT and training 
for roles in it.

New Business.

Northwest emergency preparers are having a Safety Fair in Blaine on March 25 th. Several of 
the EPC members are going to represent Sudden Valley as CERTs and Hams. Ben Deboer is
organizing that. While there we should note attendees that we have not yet organized to 
come to ours.

The SV group of the VMC will need to have quantities of paperwork here. The possibility of 
storing such at the Fire Station was raised, and Pat will contact Chief Ralston.

The Chief reported that the trailer is almost finished at  Al'sRV and we need to arrange for the 
signage on the outside. The generator will be purchased and the site for storage needs to be 
prepared. Mike is sure that a pad should be prepared before the tent-garage is constructed.

Lack of communication with Firewise was discussed. More efforts will be made to cooperate. 
Homeowners need to be assured of their property's integrity while supporting safety efforts.

The Meeting was concluded at 10 am and Hams joined the ACS operators in the regional 
emergency net.


